UNI MEDICAL SYSTEMS

DISS CONNECTION TYPE
OXYGEN HUMIDIFIER WITH FLOWMETER
SECONDARY EQUIPMENT

Always accurate flow volume can be indicated
for patients by adopting constant pressure type.
Bubbling sound is kept so quiet.
Clear flow scale, easy fitting and easy washable
of humidifier bottle are well considered.
Disposable bottle with DISS oxygen connection
is also applicable.

DISS CONNECTION TYPE OXYGEN HUMIDIFIER WITH FLOWMETER
Oxygen is humidified and flow rate is adjusted to desired level by this "OXYTUNE" humidifier with flowmeter. In case the
patient tube is crimping or be blocked, the relief valve whistles.When oxygen humidifying is not necessary, flowmeter without
bottle can be used by installing optional hose nipple to flowmeter.

Features
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②

DISS screw standard for bottle connection
Connection between flowmeter and bottle is DISS standard of
oxygen. Disposable bottles having same DISS screws also can

①

be applicalbe.

Easy-to-read flow scale

④
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③

⑧

Easy-to-read the flow scale as a red float and black graduation
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line come to the surface clearly in the white back cover.

⑨
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⑤

Calm bubbling

⑫
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The bubble sound emitted when humidifying become more quiet,
comared with our conventional model.

⑦

Simply connectable with big cap nut

⑩

Cap nut on bottle cap is made bigger and can be fixed to
flowmeter simply and quickly.
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Easy washable with wide-mouthed bottle
Bottles can be easily washed as mouth of bottle is made wider.

Specifications
Flow range adjustable

1~15 L/min

Flowmeter accuracy

±10% at reading
(±20% at less than 3L/min.)

Aplicable gas

Oxygen

Flow adjustable method

Constant pressure

Weight

Flow regulator

Approx. 230g

Bottle

Approx. 220g

Relief valve pressure

20 ~ 30kPa

① Flow control knob
② Flowmeter tube
③ Float
④ Adaptor

DISS connection

⑪

⑤ Outlet nipple
⑥ Bottle cap
⑦ Bottle
⑧ Cap nut

⑨ Relief valve
⑩ Diffuser tube
⑪ Diffuser
⑫ Hose connection (Option)

Flow scale

Fitting with bottle
* Sizes are in milimeters.
* The appearance and the specifications shall be changed without prior notice

For safety use

Please read manual attached before use for safe and correct usage.
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